“Does one size fit all when it comes to PPE?” continued

Too often, electricians will take
off their bulky gloves and work
with no protection, increasing
their chance of injury.

Some companies
only want to
buy XL gear, but
electricians come
in many sizes
and shapes.

Some companies only want to
buy XL gear, but electricians
come in many sizes and
shapes. If the sleeves are too
long, the electrician will roll up
The same goes for the false
the sleeves and may expose his
sense of security created when or her wrist and hands to injury,
the electrician, thinking that
since the sleeve is not buttoned
he or she really doesn’t need
and tight-fitting on the arm.
a glove, uses a glove that is
Electricians that need a larger
underrated just to be seen
size than provided so they can
wearing PPE. This creates
close the garment securely risk
overconfidence that often puts injury in an arc flash event since
the electrician too close to
most electricians are facing the
exposed energized components source of the arc.
and leads to electrical arc
and shock events that could
It is clear that the one-size-fitsbe fatal.
all mentality is not appropriate
when selecting PPE, especially
Wearing garments that are
PPE that is designed to protect
either underrated or too bulky
workers from electric shock and
can also put electricians in
arc flash. When it is required to
harm’s way. Wearing minimum
wear this type of PPE, choosing
PPE Category 2 apparel when
garments that are the right size
the incident energies can
and offer the correct level of
exceed 20 or 30 calories per
protection provides optimum
centimeter squared (cal/cm²)
safety. Choosing rubber gloves
could cause severe third‑degree and PPE based on the proper
burns that may lead to infection size and voltage ratings can
and death — if the electrician
prevent accidents by permitting
survives the initial explosion.
the electrician the proper
At the other extreme, using
dexterity needed to perform
a PPE Category 4 suit and
electrical tasks.
hood when a PPE Category 2
is recommended could make
movement and visibility difficult
for the electrician, possibly
leading to an explosion, arc
flash or electrical shock.

FLAME RESISTANT INSIGHTS

Camera captures arc flash in Brazil:

Back to Work,
Injury Free

WATCH

THE FOOTAGE

Low voltage arc flashes are often misunderstood
as being low risk, but these arcs are still large
enough to ignite flammable clothing. This video
shows a low voltage arc that occurred in Rio
de Janeiro with an incident energy calculated

at ten calories. Fortunately, both workers were
wearing the proper PPE, including arc-rated
clothing made of Westex by Milliken fabrics.
Neither worker was injured and both returned to
work the next day.
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